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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present several implementations of the Modified A Priori Error-Feedback LSL (EF-LSL) algorithm [1] on the VIRTEX FPGA. Its computational parallelism and pipelinability are important advantages. Internally, the computations are based on the logarithmic number system. We compare 32-bit (SINGLE-ALU or DUAL-ALU version) and 20-bit (QUADRI-ALU versions). We show that the LNS implementation can outperform the standard DSP solutions based on 32-bit floating-point processors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive signal processing algorithms are used widely in communications systems. The lattice algorithms represent a good alternative to LMS algorithms in many applications due to their fast convergence, modular implementation and less complexity than RLS (order N) [2]. The modified EF-LSL algorithm proposed in [1] is one of the most numerically accurate LSL algorithms and presents numerically stable behavior when properly implemented. There are many possible applications for this algorithm such as acoustic echo cancellation, noise cancellation or blind equalization [3].

In reference [1] an efficient implementation of this EF-LSL algorithm using a floating point Analog Devices 21061 DSP (SHARC) is presented. This 40 MIPS DSP has sixteen 40-bit internal registers, which are extensively used for parallel additions and multiplications. For an acoustic echo canceling application the authors showed that it is possible to use up to \( M=290 \) coefficients for an 8 kHz sampling rate [1]. However, this solution has a limitation imposed by the use of divisions that are implemented using denominators with reduced mantissa wordlength. We will present a solution that overcomes this problem.

As an alternative to floating-point, the logarithmic number system offers the potential to perform real multiplication, division and square root at fixed-point speed and, in the case of multiply and divide, with no rounding error at all. These advantages are, however, offset by the problem of performing logarithmic addition and subtraction. Hitherto this has been slower or less accurate than floating-point, or has required very cumbersome hardware. We employ an innovative solution developed by the HSLA project team under Coleman [4], which yields a drastic reduction in the size of the look-up tables required compared to those needed for conventional linear interpolation of both functions. Coleman’s approach leads to a suitable solution for the FPGA implementation. The logarithmic number system (LNS) is well suited to the FPGA environment. The 32-bit core using external memory takes about 7% of the XILINX Virtex XCV2000E-6 device [5]. It implements all the basic operations of logarithmic arithmetic (ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV and SQRT), with precision equal to or better than the standard IEEE 32-bit floating point used in new DSPs or the TI 32-bit floating point standard used in the TMS320C30/C40 devices. The internal conversion to the log domain and the internal LNS operations can be hidden from the user. The conversion to/from log domain is based on evaluation of the rational polynomial approximation of log and antilog in the range (-1,1). The log ALU is used for the conversion [5]. However, their contribution to the processing time is quite insignificant in comparison with the overall requirements of the algorithm, especially for high orders and it wasn’t considered in this paper.

The 32-bit LNS implementation uses 321,536 bits (95 blocks) of lookup tables. The hardware requirements are about 20,000 equivalent gates for the add/subtract unit and about 2,000 for all other units. A 20-bit LNS format is also considered. It maintains the same range as the 32-bit, but has precision reduced to 11 fractional bits. This is comparable to the 16-bit formats used on commercial DSP devices. The 20-bit version requires just 10,920 bits of lookup tables (4 blocks). The hardware requirements are about 12,000 equivalent gates for the add/subtract unit and about 1,600 for all other units.

The 32-bit LNS implementation uses 321,536 bits (95 blocks) of lookup tables. The hardware requirements are about 20,000 equivalent gates for the add/subtract unit and about 2,000 for all other units. A 20-bit LNS format is also considered. It maintains the same range as the 32-bit, but has precision reduced to 11 fractional bits. This is comparable to the 16-bit formats used on commercial DSP devices. The 20-bit version requires just 10,920 bits of lookup tables (4 blocks). The hardware requirements are about 12,000 equivalent gates for the add/subtract unit and about 1,600 for all other units.
We have implemented the 32-bit LNS (with external RAM), 32-bit LNS DUAL-ALU (with internal RAM) and 20-bit QUADRI-ALU LNS (with internal RAM), and we compare each implementation with floating-point alternatives.

In the adaptive lattice, coefficients are adapted within each stage, without the need for global feedback, making extensive pipelining of computations possible [6]. That leads to either increased clock speed or sample speed or to reduced power consumption at the same speed. This method is successfully used when the application permits the algorithmic delay to be increased. The task of mapping this lattice algorithm on to the pipeline is straightforward.

2. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE

The Modified EF-LSL algorithm implementations (FLOAT or LNS) based on A Priori Errors was used for a system identification example. The input signal is a composite source signal according to the G.168 ITU recommendation for digital echo cancellers. The length of the adaptive filter is $M = 128$. No noise was added and the echo path is taken from that standard. An accurate standard for comparison of the outputs was obtained by presenting this input data to a double precision version. The squared errors are presented in Fig.1 and the absolute sum of errors is presented in Fig. 2. The forgetting factor was $\lambda = 0.999$ and the parameter $\zeta = 2^{-20}$ [1]. It can be seen from Fig.1 and Fig.2 that the finite implementations (32-bit full precision FLOAT or 32-bit LNS) have about the same performance. The effect of using a 20-bit precision is clearly visible in Figs. 1-2. The magnitude of the sum of errors for 20-bit implementation is much higher than the 32-bit implementations (FLOAT or LNS). However, it is evident from Fig.3 that by using reduced precision divisions (with 8 bits mantissa wordlength) the performances of the floating-point implementation are affected and the accumulation of errors is higher for this case. Note that in Fig.3 we changed the value of $\zeta$ to $2^{-7}$ for both FLOAT implementations in order to assure the numerical stability for the reduced precision FLOAT implementation. Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the superior performance of the LNS implementation over the reduced precision FLOAT implementation.

2.1. Performance of LNS FPGA vs. TMS320C3x and SHARC

Clock cycles for each type of operation are presented in Table 1. The results for C3x processors (for the full precision floating-point implementation) were estimated using the routines presented in [7].

![Fig. 1. The square errors for 32-bit FLOAT, 32-bit LNS and 20-bit LNS implementations of the modified EF-LSL algorithm (32-bit traces co-incident)](image1)

![Fig. 2. The absolute sum of errors for FLOAT and LNS implementations of the modified A priori EF-LSL Algorithm](image2)

![Fig. 3. The absolute sum of errors for 32-bit FLOAT (reduced precision divisions) and 32-bit FLOAT (full precision) implementations of the modified A priori EF-LSL Algorithm](image3)
Our FPGA implementations can use on-chip or off-chip RAM. The on-chip RAM yields a substantial decrease in the latency of addition and subtraction operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3X</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit Log (external RAM)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit Log (internal RAM)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-bit Log (internal RAM)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of LNS and FLOAT execution time (clock cycles)

Operation counts were determined from the modified EF-LSL algorithm equations. Table 2 compares the number of operations for the processing of one input/output sample for the chosen application. The last line of the tables, denoted Log/par, indicates additional savings gained by parallel execution of mul and div operations in the FPGA. It can be seen from Table 2 that these are significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>*</th>
<th>/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3X</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit Log</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit Log/par</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Elementary operation counts (EF-LSL algorithm) TMS320C3x in comparison with FPGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cycles</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>% of slices+ Block RAMs</th>
<th>Latency in samples</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C3X</td>
<td>28160</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit Log (external RAM)</td>
<td>14464</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>27+0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32-bit DUAL-ALU Log (internal RAM)</td>
<td>3712</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>54+95</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-bit QUADRI-ALU Log (internal RAM)</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40+8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Comparison TMS320C3x versus FPGA

Table 3 shows the number of clock cycles, the operating frequency, the percentage of VIRTEX slices, and the number of block RAMs for each implementation. Based on these data, an estimate is made of their relative speed. The last column of Table 3 shows that the LNS implementations of the EF-LSL algorithm are likely to be faster than the C3X implementation. The speedup is higher for higher lattice filter orders. The 20-bit QUADRI-ALU implementation of the modified EF-LSL algorithm needs fewer slices than the 32-bit DUAL-ALU ones. Therefore, for some applications that do not require much precision, the 20-bit LNS version could be an attractive alternative.

The following small section is taken from the Handel C code. It outlines the style of parallel programming of the LNS ALU. The subtract operation lsub() executes in parallel with 4 instances of the HW macros for logarithmic multiplication lm().

```
par {
  lsub(lpsi_old[lj-1], ltemp2, lpsi[lj]);
  {
    ltemp6 = lm(lf, leta[lj-1]);
    ltemp8 = lm(lbn_old[lj-1], leta[lj]);
    ltemp4 = lm(llambda, IF_old[lj-1]);
    ltemp5 = lm(llambda, IB_old[lj-1]);
  }
}
```

The algorithm has been coded in Handel-C 2.1 and finally Celoxica DK1 [5, 8] has been used. The reported performance has been achieved by the same path presented in [9]:

1. Celoxica DK1 (using the Handel C2.1 compatible code) with export to VHDL.
2. Synplify 5.3 from Synplicity to create EDIF.
3. XILINX Alliance 3.3i tools to place and route from the EDIF netlist for the FPGAs.
4. The Virtex XCV2000E-6 on the RC1000 board [10] has been used for the implementation.
5. MSVC code has been used for interfacing of RC1000 board to Matlab.

We produced an echo signal using a recorded voice signal and a measured car impulse response of 2048 samples used in [11]. The echo return loss enhancement (ERLE) was computed using the mean of 64 consecutive measurements. For an 8 kHz sampling rate the 32-bit LNS implementation using external RAM can use up to 48 coefficients with no delay, while the implementation using internal RAM can use 175 coefficients with 1 sample delay. The QUADRI-ALU 20-bit LNS implementation using the internal RAM can use up to 420 coefficients, with 3 samples delay. In Fig.4 and Fig.5 we compare the ERLE performances for the 32-bit FLOAT versions (290...
coefficients), 32-bit DUAL-LNS (175 coefficients) and 20-bit QUADRI-LNS (420 coefficients) implementations. The same parameter values were used in the following simulations. It is evident from Fig.4 that the 32-bit LNS, with only 175 coefficients, is almost equivalent to the reduced-precision 32-bit floating-point with 290 coefficients. Yet the LNS version is implemented as an FPGA whereas the floating-point version runs at the limits of the DSP’s capability. Fig.5 shows that a 20-bit LNS FPGA implementation, in which 420 coefficients are possible, offers around the same performance as full-precision 32-bit floating point.

We have made a practical demonstration that an LNS implementation of the modified EF-LSL algorithm can run as accurately on an FPGA as a floating-point implementation on a contemporary microprocessor. A 20-bit LNS FPGA implementation would also be of interest, its much reduced complexity permitting functional replication and consequent improved performance arising from a higher filter order. In view of the superior fabrication technology of the microprocessor, these results suggest that a custom LNS based device, or an LNS microprocessor, might offer very substantial benefits indeed.
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